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Abstract—With the evolving technology, the 

dependence on Internet, for business, communication and 

information exchange, has increased manifolds. 

Disruption of web services, even for small duration, leads 

to huge losses. The two major reasons for the disruption 

are DDoS attacks and Flash Events. Both cause the 

network to be overloaded, thus making the limited 

resources like-bandwidth, CPU, memory etc., unavailable 

to genuine users. Thus the need to find strategies to 

distinguish between the two arises. In this paper, we have 

explained flash events, their causes, effects, characteristics 

and also how they differ from DDoS attacks. The paper 

gives an explanation as to why should the server 

discriminate between DDoS attack and Flash Event.  

The Recent flash Events experienced by different websites 

have been presented so as to get the real world scenario of 

the same. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade technology has evolved 

manifolds, thereby changing the way of storing the 

information and accessing it. All the required 

communication takes place via Internet. Network links 

of the Internet act as conduit for transferring 

information. The society, at large, has started depending 

on web for business, research and related information 

flow. Disruption of services of web or malfunctioning 

of even a small part of network, for a small duration, 

degrades the performance and leads to huge losses [1]. 

The performance deterioration can occur due to 

two main reasons. First, it could be an intentional 

malicious attempt by attackers to disrupt the victim 

services. Such an attack is known as Distributed Denial 

of Service (DDoS) attack. DDoS are conducted using 

massive botnets which in turn use compromised servers 

known as Slaves or Zombies. These attacks overwhelm 

the network resources (CPU, Memory or network 

bandwidth) with requests, such that their services are 

rendered unavailable to the legitimate user. 

Second, it could be a Flash Crowd which occurs 

when there is a sudden increase in volume of web 

traffic such that the response time of a website increases 

and in some cases also leads to the crash down of the 

affected website.  

Both these situations arise due to variation in 

volume of the Internet traffic. Both of these lead to 

inconsistent behavior of the victim to the requests 

received. 

This paper discusses Flash Events in detail and 

compares it with its counterpart-DDoS attacks. The 

major contribution of the paper is to provide an in-depth 

study of Flash events, its characteristics and its 

comparison with DDoS attacks.  

Section II and III give the definition of flash events 

and their types. Section IV gives the effects of flash 

events. Section V describes the features of flash event. 

The need for discriminating flash events and DDoS 

attacks is highlighted in Section VI. Comparison of 

flash events and DDoS are given in section VII. In 

section VIII, world scenario of flash events is 

recounted. Section IX concludes the paper. 

II. WHAT ARE FLASH EVENTS

The term Flash Event (aka Flash Crowd), for the 

internet, was inspired by Larry Niven’s science fiction 

short story, “The Flight of the Horse”, published in early 

1970’s. In this story, teleportation machine was invented 

which could take people back to the time in history when 

the major event occurred. However, author did not 

anticipate that huge crowd would teleport themselves to 

watch a certain event, and that it would lead to confusion 

and chaos at that particular place of an event. 
In today’s world of internet, the term is used to 

describe exponential rise in website traffic, when large 
number of users send the request for services 
simultaneously to the website which gives the details of 
an event. Such a surge leads to performance 
deterioration [2]. Events causing huge traffic could be 
some internationally acclaimed sports event like 
Olympics, Football World cup or release of new 
product by Apple or Microsoft. It can also occur in case 
of a natural disaster or a terrorist attack (example: 9/11 
attack on America). Sometimes, a low efficiency server 
is linked to a very popular website like Slashdot or 
reddit, which may cause huge growth in traffic. Such a 
flash event is known as Slashdot effect [9]. 

Sachdeva et al. [3], describes flash crowds as 

“sharp and often overwhelming increase in number of 

users attempting to access a web site simultaneously in 

response to some event or announcement”. Events 

which attract flash crowds can be referred as flash 

events. According to Bhatia et al. [1], it is used to 

describe a situation in which hundreds and thousands of 

valid users access a computing resource simultaneously. 

The computing resources could be CPU, network 

bandwidth or memory. Yu et al. [4], describes Flash 

crowds as “unexpected but legitimate, dramatic surges 

of access to a server.” Wendell and Freedman [5] have 
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explained FC mathematically. For an affected website, 

it is a time period over which request rate tends to 

increase exponentially. 

If rti> 2i.rt0, V i  [0,k], the website is experiencing 

a flash crowd, where,  

ri =average per minute request rate over time ti.

An event is said to be flash event only if the web 

server it affects needs to adjust the operation in order to 

remain available to users. 

III. TYPES OF FLASH EVENTS

Some flash events can be anticipated well before 

their occurrence and the sites can prepare themselves 

accordingly. These are known as predictable flash 
events. The world cup generally experiences a huge 

surge in the internet traffic. The related websites 

prepare themselves well in time to take care for such an 

increase in requests. However, despite number of 

preparations, Twitter.com faced an outage for 30 

minutes during World Cup 2010. Other events like 

Olympics, online registration of a national level 

entrance test Gate/JEE etc., declaration of results of 

similar exam and launch of I-Phone 5 by Apple are a 

few of the predictable flash events. 

The unpredictable flash events are the ones where 

the owners of the affected website are caught unawares. 

This generally happens in case of some breaking news 

like terrorist attack, Earthquake, tsunami or an epidemic 

(like swine flu). Such an event occurred on 11 

September, 2001, when CNN experienced a sudden 

surge in traffic along with other major news websites. 

Another type of flash event, known as Slashdotting 

or Slashdot effect, occurs when low performing 

websites suddenly become popular after being 

mentioned on a popular website like Slashdot.com.

Announcing the publication on Redhat and LNXY 

caused only a slight increase in the request rate, and the 

actual flash crowd started when the article was linked 

by Linux Today and Slashdot. Interestingly, the form of 

the announcement influenced its resulting traffic surge. 

Linux Today published a complete article text, whose 

copy was hosted on the Linux Today server. Slashdot, 

in turn, published only a hyper link to the original 

article hosted on the origin server. As a consequence, 

announcing the article on Slashdot caused a distinctly 

larger traffic surge compared to publishing the article 

text on Linux Today. Another important observation is 

that the traffic surge was sudden, but not instantaneous. 

The request rate increased from about 30 requests per 

minute up to over 250 requests per minute within 15 

minutes. This observation underlies the assumption that 

one can predict flash crowds by analysing the trends in 

request rate [9]. 

According to Chandra et al [15], flash events can 

also be classified according to load growth rate (time it 

requires to reach the peak from normal request rate), 

peak load (what is the maximum traffic it achieves) and 

duration (for how much time the high load of requests 

was experienced). 

IV. EFFECTS OF FLASH EVENTS

Flash event generally occurs at an application level. 

Whenever flash event occurs, HTTP request rate 

increases suddenly. However, response rate to such 

requests decreases substantially. In extreme cases the 

web server may even crash. 

Flash events exert heavy load, upto tens or hundred 

times more than the normal, on target web server, 

causing the server temporarily unreachable. Due to its 

overall unpredictability and relatively short duration, 

the traditional server side provisions lead to under 

utilization of resources [6]. 

V. CHARACTERISTICS OF FLASH EVENTS

The DDoS attacks and Flash events both lead to the 

disruption of the services to legitimate users. Thus, it is 

important to study their features so as to get the in depth 

knowledge. The overview of characteristics helps to 

develop a good intuition about what flash events are 

and how they come into existence [9]. This helps the 

server owners to proactively prepare themselves for 

such events. 

There is a substantial increase in requests/web 

traffic up to hundred times more than average request 

observed daily. This surge in web traffic causes the 

performance to decline, connections to drop, and 

sometimes even crash the affected server [3]. 

This up rise in request rate is, however short lived. 

When the legitimate clients experience a low 

performance of website, they stop sending further 

requests. Gradually, the traffic surge returns to usual 

levels. 

Most of the client requests are generated by the users 

who belong to same network or who have visited the 

page before. In other words, the requests are from users 

known to the server. 

Also number of unique traffic clusters is quiet less 

as compared to source addresses. The requests received 

by web server follow a zipf-like distribution. 

VI. WHY DISCRIMINATE FLASH EVENTS FROM 

DDOS ATTACKS

Flash events and DDoS occur due to sudden and 

large surge in web traffic. They are quite similar in 

terms of network traffic phenomenon and both lead to 

disruption of services. However, the sources of requests 

received in case of DDoS are not legitimate (from the 

zombies or slaves), whereas in case of Flash events, 

they are from genuine users. Thus, it is important to 

differentiate them, or else, false alarms may be raised.  

It is a big challenge before the defenders as, if the data 

interpretation goes wrong, it may cause serious 

consequences [17]. The detectors may declare 
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legitimate crowd of requests to be DDoS and vice-

versa. Also, the techniques to be used for the mitigation 

of traffic are different for both the cases. In case of flash 

event, the websites need an internet-wide infrastructure 

support which is available publicly such as Content 

Distributed Network (CDN), server proxies and 

multilevel caches. Some part of the payload is shifted to 

CDN’s or caches so that maximum number of requests 

can be responded to. In case the spike in traffic is due to 

DDoS, then different strategies come to play. Main aim 

in case of DDoS attack is not to respond to illegitimate 

users. This can be done in number of ways-using 

graphical puzzles, analysing user browsing dynamics, 

using honey pots and other methods that help server 

differentiate between the genuine users and illegitimate 

user request. 

There is a motivation behind every DDoS attack. 

Motive could be anything from financial gains to 

political achievements or it could also be just to put 

forward the views of the attacker group. To obtain the 

maximum results, attackers use distributed and large 

number of botnets. They can even mimic flash events or 

take advantage of the event and send malicious data 

under the radar. Whenever a spike in internet traffic is 

detected by server, the first thing to be done is to look at 

certain parameters to make sure it is flash event. 

Genuine requests are sieved from the data received and 

malicious ones are ignored. That raises the need for 

discriminating flash event from DDoS attack. 

As is clear from above discussion, in order to 

provide continuous service to legitimate users, it is 

important to study features of both flash events and 

DDoS and differentiate between the two. The major 

difference between them lies in their nature and origin 

such as their access intents and the distributions of their 

source IP address and the increased and decreased 

speeds of traffic between them [ 7, 10]. 

VII. COMPARISON OF FLASH EVENTS AND 

DDOS ATTACKS

DDoS and Flash Event are voluminous, bursty and 

unstable. They both cause high rise in network traffic 

and lead to disruption of services to legitimate users. 

Studying the differences between the two, help develop 

effective prediction and defense mechanism. 

According to Jung et al., flash events and DDoS 

have following differences. During Flash events, clients 

can be effectively aggregated into clusters. In fact, 

many have been registered in logs. In case of DDoS, the 

distribution of DoS attackers is geographically 

distributed in form of Zombies. Very few previously 

seen clusters are involved [8]. 

There is a decline in per client request rate during 

flash event but in case of DDoS there is no change in 

per client request rate during the surge. In case of flash 

event, the volume of traffic generated fluctuates and 

forms random zigzag wave as there is dynamic change 

in users, whereas the volume of DDoS attack remains 

stable throughout the attack [10]. 

Figure 1 and Fig. 2 consist of model graphs of 

Flash Events and DDOS Attacks showing its various 

features. Difference in the traffic pattern in case flash 

event and DDoS attack is clearly visible in the figures, 

thus, helping to understand their characteristics. 

Fig  1  Model Graph for Flash Event 

Fig. 2  Model Graph for DDoS Attack 

Figure 1 shows that flash events grow rapidly and 

die out gradually. This is because the Event like any 

breaking news gets the requests suddenly. As soon as the 

user realizes the slow response rate, it stops accessing the 

affected server. After sometime, the Flash crowd 

declines. Also after certain time, the news has been 

known and accessed by all interested users. So, the news 

no longer attracts users, thus, decreasing the traffic. 

Figure 2 shows the DDoS model graph depicting 

sudden rise and sudden fall of requests. It is so because 

DDoS attacks are conducted using botnets. 

In short, the Flash events occur when there is 

breaking news or a world-wide event. In such a case, 

large numbers of users throughout the world, send 

requests to the web server for information. The sudden 

demand of information leads to outage or crash in the 

system. DDoS attacks are, however, well planned and 

programmed using the compromised systems known as 

zombies/ slaves. Therefore, the starting time and ending 

time are already defined. 

Table I gives the comparison of DDoS attacks and 

Flash events. 
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event are unstable, voluminous, and occur in short bursts. 

Even the impact of both is similar. They both lead to 

complete or partial failure of the services provided by the 

affected server. Web server is required to identify and 

serve as many genuine requests as it can respond back to. 

Thus the need arises to discriminate the genuine users 

from illegitimate ones. It becomes necessary to see if the 

request is from some Zombie or slave, or it is the genuine 

user demanding the information. On the face of it, both 

requests seem to be coming from the authentic source.  

To distinguish them we need to learn about their 

characteristics and features that make them different. 

Thus, developing the technique to discriminate the data is 

a challenging job and needs a lot of in-depth study of the 

related information. 
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